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IN'rIWDUCTION
In this paper we shall prove that the order continuous component of
a positive linear operator from a given Ri esz space into a Dedekind
complete Riesz space can be obt ained by means of a simple formula .
We also derive a similar formula for the order continuous component of
a measure with values in a Dedekind complete Riesz space. The corre-
sponding formula for positive linear functionals was proved by W. A. J .
Luxemburg and A. C. Zaanen [7] for the a-order continuous component
and by W. A. J. Luxemburg [6] for the order continuous component .
M. A. Woodbury [9] used the corresponding formula for scal ar valued
measures to show the existence of the decomposition of a finitel y additive
measure into a countably addit ive measure and a purely finitely addit ive
measure. C. D. Aliprantis [1] extended the results for positive linear
functionals to positive linear operators from a Riesz space L into a
Dedekind complete Riesz space III under the assumption that the order
continuous dual of M is separating points of .il!. Hi s method consist s of
reducing the operator case to the fun ctional case. In the present paper
we show that the result holds for arbitrary Dedekind complete Riesz
spaces ~o/I; instead of reducing the operator case t o the functional case
we present a dire ct proof.
Although our method applies to a-order continuous operators as well
as to order continuous operators, we shall restrict ourselves to order
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continuous operators, especially because P. v. Eldik [5] has given an
elementary proof of the a-order continuous case.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the whole paper L will denote a Riesz space and M a
Dedekind complete Riesz space. We shall denote the Dedekind complete
Riesz space of all order bounded linear operators from L into M by
2 b=2b (L, M) and the zero operator in 2 b by O. The linear operator
T E 2 b is called order continuous, whenever ITI (u,,) t 0 for any down -
wards directed system u" t 0 in L . As is well-known, the set of all order
continuous linear operators is a band in 2'b, which we shall denote by
.filb,c. The disjoint complement (2b,c)1t of 2 b,c is called the set of singular
operators; it is denoted by 2 b ,s . We have 2 b=2b,c EB 2 b.s , so every
O<.T E!I!b has a unique decomposition T=Tc +Ts, where O<.Tc E 2 b,c
and 0 <.r, E !l!b,s.
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be an ideal in Land 0 <T E !I!b. Then the
following holds.
(i) There exists a linear operator T A E 2 b such that 0 < T A<.T , TAl = I
for all I E A and TAl = 0 for all I E A It.
(ii) 'I'he linear operator T A is order continuous on L if and only if
the restriction of T to A is order continuous on A.
PROOF. (i) Define TA(U) = sup (Tv : v E A , O<.v <.u) for every O<.U E L.
Then TA is an additive map from L+ into M+. The map TA is extended
uniquely to a positive linear operator T A by defining TAI=TA(f+)-TA(f-)
for every IEL . Then T A satisfies all requirements in part (i) of the theorem.
(ii) Let O<.u" t U in L . We have to prove that TAu" t TAU if the
restriction of T to A is order continuous. Clearly SUPT TAu" <; TAU. To
prove the converse inequality, let v E A satisfy 0 < v < u . It follows from
v /\u"tv /\u =v in A that T(v/\u,,)tTv. The inequality u,, ;;.u,, /\v
implies that
TAu,, ;;. T A(UT /\ v) = T(u,, /\ v),
so we get SUPT TAu,, ;;. Tv for all v E A satisfying 0< v <u. By the definition
of T AU it follows that SUPT TAu,, ;;. T AU. This concludes the proof that T A
is order continuous.
It is obvious that the operator T A is the minimal positive extension
of the restriction of T to A.
2. THE ORDlm CONTINOUS COMPONENT OF A POSITIVE LINEAR OPERATOR
We first introduce the same kind of ideals as considered by W. A. J .
Luxemburg [6].
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DEFINITION 2.1. Given the ideal d in .feb, we shall denote by L c(d)
the set of all IE L such that 1/1 :;>Ur.} 0 in L implies that IT I (Ur) t 0
for all TEd.
It is easy to verify that Lc(d) is an ideal in L. To collect some properties
of LC(d), we introduce another notation. If T E 2 b , we write NT = {f E L:
ITIWI)=O}.
THEOREM 2.2. If d is an ideal in 2 b , then LC(d) has the following
properties.
(i) LC(d) is the largest ideal in L on which every TEd is order
continuous.
(ii) Lc(d) = n {NT :TEd r. 2 b,s}, so Lc(d) = LC(d r. 2 b,s).
In particular, we have Lc(dT) = NT for every T E 2 b ,s, where d T is the
ideal in 2 b generated by T, i.e.,
PROOF. (i) Evident.
(ii) We first prove that n {NT: TEd r.2b ,s} C LC(d) . Let I E NT
for all TEd r. 2 b,s, let III :;>U T to in L and let To E d. 'I'hen ITol =
= ITolc+ ITois with IToisEd r. .feb,s, so ITo!sWI) = O. Hence ITols(uT ) = 0
for all T, so ITol(Ur) = ITolc(Ur) .} 0 in M. This shows that I E LC(d). Suppose
now that Lc(d) is properly larger than n {NT: TEd r. .feb•s}. Then
there exists 0 < U E LC(d) and there exists an operator T such that
O<T Ed r, ffb, s and Tu >O. By theorem 1.1 (ii) the minimal positive
extension To of the restriction of T to LC(d) is an order continuous
linear operator satisfying O<,To<,T E 2 b, s. Hence To=(), which contra-
dicts T ou=l'u >O.
We recall a definition from the theory of Riesz spaces ([8], def. 21.1).
If A and B are ideals in L , then A is said to be order dense in B if for
every 0 < u E B there exists a dir ected set 0 < U T t u such that U T E A for
all T .
From theorem 2.2 it follows that for any ideal d in.Pb and any
o <U E L we have
where Au denotes the ideal generated in L by u, The next theorem is
a sharpening of this result.
THEOREM 2.3. Ifd is an ideal in 2 b and if 0 < U E L, then Lc(d) r. Au 0'=
= n {NT: T E .r;I r. 2 b •s, N l' r. Au order dense in Au} r. Au.
PROOF. From the remark made above it follows that we have to prove
only that 0 <,v .;;U and v E NT for all TEd r. 2 b, s with N l' r. Au order
dense in Au implies v E LC(d) . To this end we shall prove that 0 < VT t v
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implies TVT t Tv for all B«; TEd n .Pb,B' Hence let v, VT be as indicated
above and let () .-;; TEd n .Pb.B- Furthermore let 0 < e < 1 and WT =
=U-V +VT. Then (wT-eu)-=(eu-w.r)+ to. The minimal positive ex-
tension of the restriction of T to the principal ideal A(wT-.u)- will be
denoted by TT' so T ;;. TT t ;;. 0 in .Pb,B n d. Let To= inf TT in .Pb,B n d.
Then To((wT-eu)+) = 0 for all T, since it follows from (wT -eu)+ /\
/\ (wT- eu)-=O that TT((wT-eu)+)=O for all T . By observing that
(wT-eu)+ t (l-e)u, we conclude that NTo n Au is order dense in Au.
Hence Tov =O by hypothesis, i.e ., inf, TTV=O. Now
o<V-VT= U- WT= (1- e)u+ eu. - WT";; (1- e)u + (WT - eu)-
implies that
for all T . But
(wT-eu)-= (V-VT- (l-e)u)+.-;;v,
so TT((WT-eu)-) ..;;TTV, Hence
0 ..;; T(V-VT) ";; (l-e)Tu+ TTV
for all T . By taking infima we obtain
0 ..;; infTT(v-vT)..;;(I-e)Tu
REMARK. In the corresponding proof for linear functionals W. A. J.
Luxemburg uses the theorem that disjoint positive order continuous linear
functionals cp and "p have disjoint carriers (i.e. (Nrp)d 1.. (N",)d) . We give
a simple example to show that this theorem cannot be exte nded to disjoint
positivo order continuous operators.
EXAMPLE. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space with L; = .Pb,c
(L, U) =F {OJ and let M be a Dedekind complete Riesz space of dimension
;;:. 2. Choose () < cp E L; and 0 < WI, W2 E M such that WI J\ Wz = O. Define
Tl, T z E !eb,c(L, M) by Td=cp(f) 'Wi (i= 1,2). Clearly N T1=NT2=Nrp=l=L,
so (NT1)d = (NT2)d =1= {OJ. On the other hand
(TI /\T2)(u) = inf(TIv+T2(u-v) : O..;;v..;;u)
< cp(u)' (WI J\ Wz) = 0
for every o.-;;u E L, i.e., T 1 /\ T z=() in .Pb(L, M). H ence T 1 and T z are
disjoint order continuous linear operators with the same non-zero carrier.
THEOREM 2.4. For every 0 < u E L, the set ~ = {T E .Pb.B: NT n Au is
order dense in Au} is an order dense ideal in .Pb ,B'
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PROOF. It is easy to see that f!6 is an ideal in :eb,8 ' If () < To E :eb,8 '
then by theorem 2.2 (ii) LC(dTo) =NTo' Let O<u E L . Then by theorem
2.3 (with d = d To) we have
(1) ~ N To n A u= n {NT: T E dTo' NT r. Au order dense in Au} n Au
( = n {NT : (),;;;; T ,;;;; To, NT n Au order dense in Au} n Au .
If Tou= 0, then Au eNTo' so To E f!6. Suppose now that Tou > O. Then
u ¢= N To n Au, so by (1) there exists 0.;;;; T.;;;; To with NT n Au order dense
in Au such that Tu >O, i.e., there exists TEf!6 such that O<T .;;;;To. We
have shown thus that for any () < To E :eb,8 there exists T E f!6 such that
() <T<:,To. Since :eb ,s is Archimedean, this implies that f!6 is order dense
in :eb,s.
Define T' by T'u = inf (SUPT TUT: O,;;;;uTt u) for every O.;;;;T E:eb and
every 0 .;;;; u E L. It is routine to verify that T' is an additive map from
L+ into M +. Hence T ' extends uniquely to a positive linear operator from
L into M, which we again denote by T' . Obviously () .;;;; T' ,;;;; T in :eb.
In the following theorem we list some further properties of the mapping
T I-+T' .
THEOREM 2.5. (i) If (} ,;;;;T1,;;;;T2 in :eb, then O .;;;;T~,;;;;T~ .
(ii) If () ,;;;;T E :eb,c, th en T =cT'.
(iii) The mapping ']1 1-+ T' is additive from :e: into :e:.
(iv) If ().;;;;TT t T in :eb , then O,;;;;T; t T' in se;
PROOF. We omit the easy proof.
THEOREM 2.6. If 0.;;;; T E :eb , then the corresponding linear operator T'
is the order continuous component Tc of T, i.e., for every O,;;;;U E L we
have
Tcu = inf (SUPT TUT: O';;;;UT t u).
PROOF. If 0,;;;; T E :eb, then T' = Tc+T;. Hence it is sufficient to prove
that for every 0 ,;;;; T E :eb, 8 we have T' = O. Let () < T E :eb,8 and 0 < u E L .
Then, by theorem 2.4, we have
T = sup (S: 0 ,;;;; S ,;;;; T, N s n Au order dense in Au) .
This implies
(2) T ' = sup (S': () ,;;;;S ,;;;;T, N s n Au order dense in Au) .
If 0,;;;; S ,;;;; T and if N s n Au is order dense in Au, then there exist elements
UTENs such that O';;;;UTtu, so 8'u =0. This implies by (2) that T'u=O
for all 0 ,;;;; u E L, i.e., T ' = O.
3. THE ORDER CONTINUOUS COMPONENT OF A ME ASURE
In this section we extend the formula of M. A. Woodbury [9] to measures
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with values in a Dedekind complete Ricsz space. To emphasize the analogy
with the preceding section we shall restrict ourselves to order continuous
measures (also called normal or completely additive measures).
Let X be a non-empty set, E an algebra of subsets of X with 0 and X
members of E, and let l1f be a Dedekind complete Riesz space.
DEFINITION 3.1. A mapping ft: E ~ M is called a measure whenever
(i) ft(A U B) =ft(A)+{t(B) if A n B =0 in E,
(ii) sup (1{t(A)I: A EO E) exists in M.
The set of all measures of this type will be denoted by ../t = ../t(X, E, M) .
../t is partially ordered by defining that ftl <ue means that ftl(A) < ,u2(A )
holds for every A E E. With the natural definitions of addition and scalar
multiplication the set ../t is an ordered vector space. The following theorem
is essentially known (see [2] and [3]) and the proof is similar to the proof
for the order bounded operator case.
THEOREM 3.2. The set ../t is a Dedekind complete Riesz space and the
supremum, infimum and modulus are given by the following formulas:
({t Vv)(A) = sup ({t(B) +v(A -B) : B EO E, B C A),
({t ;\ v)(A) = inf ({t(B) + v(A -B) : BEE, B C A),
1{t I(A ) = sup (1{t(B)I: BEE, Be A).
REMARK : From the proof it also follows that whenever {t. t {t in ../t,
then {t.(A) t {t(A) for every A EO E.
DEFINITION 3.3. The measure ft E../t is called order continuous if it
follows from A • .} 0 in E that 1{tI(A.).} 0 in M.
We shall denote the set of all order continuous measures by ../tc. The
following theorem has essentially been proved by H. Bauer [2]. The
special case M = H has been considered by K. Yosida and E. Hewitt [10]
and by S. Bochner and R. S. Phillips [4].
THEOREM 3.4. The set vile is a band in ../t.
We shall denote the disjoint complement (../tc)d by../tsand the elements
of viIs we shall call singular measures. On account of ../t = vile EB../ts
every 0 <{t E../t has a unique decomposition {t =,uc+ {ts with 0 <p« E../tc
and O<{ts EO ../ts. 'I'he following theorem can be proved in the same way
as theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 3.5. Let 11 be an ideal in E and let 0 <ft E vii. Then the
following holds.
(i) There exists O<ftA E../t such that ,uA =ft on 11 and {tA(A) =O for
every A EO E satisfying A n B = 0 for all B E A.
(ii) The measure {tA is order continuous on E if and only if the re-
striction of 1-' to 11 is order continuous.
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Let JV be an ideal in ...II and let .D( JV) be the set of all A E E such
that A :J AT t 0 in E implies that 1,uI(AT) t ° for all ,u E JV . Writing
NI'={A E E, l,ul(A) =O} we have the following analogue of theorem 2.2.
TH.l<;OREM 3.6. If JV is an ideal in ...II, then EC(JV) has the following
properties.
(i) EC(JV) is the largest ideal in E on which every ,u E JV is order
cont inuous.
(ii) EC(JV) = n {NI':,u E JV n ...lIs} = Ec(JV n ...lIs).
In particular we have EC(dl') = NI' for every,u E ...lIs, where dl' is the ideal
generated by ,u in ...II.
DEFINITION 3.7. The ideal A in E is called order dense if for every
A E E there exists a system (AT: T E {T}) in 11 such that Ar t A holds in E .
THEOREM 3.8. If JV is an ideal in ...II, then
EC(JV) = n {NI' :,u E JV n .r; NI' order dense in E}.
PROOF. From the above theorem it follows that
EC(JV) U n {NI' : ,u E JV n .e; NI' order dense in E}.
Hence, for the converse inclusion, suppose A E NI' for all,u E JV n...lls with
NI' order dense in E and also suppose O<,u E JV n ...lIs. Let A:J ATt 0
in E. We denote by ,uT the minimal positive extension of the restriction
of ,u to the ideal AT= {O E E : 0 C AT}. By theorem 3.5 we have
,uT(X-AT)=O for all T . Since...ll is Dedekind complete and ,u >,ud > 0,
,uo = infT,uT exists in JV n ...lIs and ,uo(X -AT) =°for all T, so Nl'o is order
dense in E . Hence A E Nl'o by hypothesis, so ,uo(A) = 0, i.e., inf, ,ur(A) = 0.
From
we now conclude that inf, ,u(Ar) = 0, so A E EC(JV n ...lIs) = Ec(JV).
THEOREM 3.9. The set {,u E ...lIs, NI' order dense in E} is an order dense
ideal in ...lIs.
PROOF. Similar to the proof of theorem 2.4.
For every O<,u E...II and every A E E we define ,u'(A)= inf (sup- ,u(AT):
Ar t A). It is not difficult to prove that °< ,u' < ,u in ...IIand ,u = ,u' whenever
,u E ...lIe. Similar to theorem 2.6 we can prove now the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.10 . For every O<,uE...II we have ,u'=,uc, i.e.,
,uc(A) = inf (sup ,u(AT): Ar t A)
for every A E E .
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